(1) (2) so that Eq. (1) 
This quotient space is the physical phase space of 6N dimensions. If the intended meaning of the q, is a position fourvector for particle 2, then q", is its coordinate time. The hypersurfaces to be specified are therefore expected on physical grounds to relate the qz to T.
In a non-covariant way the simplest such specification would thus be 'a =q;-t"0 .
In this case T = t is not a 
and the examples (8) and (9) are of this form. Equation (10) can obviously also be put into the form (12). A "second standard form" is obtained by retaining xN but replacing the other x a by x a -xN,
This second standard form has the advantage that r occurs in only one of the N fixations.
Geometrically, the N fixations specify an N dimensional surface.
When used simultaneously with the constraints (3) they form a set of 2N second class constraints. We require that the matrix
is non-singular, det A # 0 .
The phase space r (8N) 
and A was defined earlier in (14).
In (18) 
Then (21) 
One is led to the important conclusion that the evolution of the physical variables is exactly realized by the gauge dynamics. We can thus identify T and A, and we have the following picture. Otherwise "equal r surfaces" could not be specified. Another way of saying this is the following: for spatial distances the interparticle separations are sufficient and no distinguished point needs to be specified; but for the evolution of the system all points in the threespace must agree on the same time 'c = 0, say. The examples (8) - (10) show this lack of T-invariance explicitly,
The second standard form (13) 
By the same reduction process as used in (16) and (21) P* = P
and we see that (38) is in fact a strong equality. Thus, the lack of T-invariance of the fixations is exactly taken into account when one makes translations with the reduced generators P .
The reduced translation generators P* can be simply related to H
if the x -a satisfy the condition {x,, P,} = cu 2 .
In that case, using (25) in (39) P," = p -CK 1-I v a %p +CH aa a-t lJ 1-1 *
[e.g., by the popular fixations (9)l it is desirable to consider its consequences.
One now finds a relationship between the translations (generated by the Pp) and H. From the fundamental relations (32) and (41) d-c dX (42) In conventional Hamiltonian dynamics one identifies the Hamiltonian with PO, the total energy of the system. But in those cases P" is a given function of the < and G, i.e., P" = P"(T). This is not the case here where P" = c pi and the p", are independent of the other variables; here a {A, P"} = T -$ 
